
LAXceeders  
 Student Volunteer Program                         
 
 

  JOIN THE

‘IN ORDER TO SUCCEED, YOU MUST EXCEED’ 

LOS ANGELES WORLD AIRPORTS IS LOOKING FOR STUDENTS 
AGES 16 TO 24 TO 

 JOIN THE  

NEED TO COMPLETE YOUR STUDENT REQUIRED 

COMMUNITY SERVICE HOURS??? 

JOIN THE 

Expectations of the LAXceeders: provide guests with an LAXceptional Experience, while displaying a professional 
attitude and appearance while on duty; meet and greet guests while standing in key locations allowing guests to 
easily approach you for directions or assistance; assist with internal events at LAX.  

Minimum Requirements: volunteer a minimum of two (2) hours during the week or three (3) hours on the weekend, 
each week; participate in training programs and meetings relevant to the LAXceeders Student Volunteer Program; be 
at least 16 to 24 years of age and currently enrolled in high school or an undergraduate college program.  

Ability to: Communicate effectively to a diverse public; interact effectively with airport employees and guests; strictly 
adhere to security regulations and abide by policies of the Los Angeles World Airports; provide a valid photo ID 
(student ID or driver’s license); complete and pass Los Angeles World Airports (LAWA) fingerprint and badging 
process; provide own transportation to/from airport;  

Eligible candidates will be scheduled to attend an interview session. After successfully completing the interview, 
LAXceeders will complete a training program that includes guest services techniques, latest procedures in airport 
security and airline check-in procedures, airport services and amenities, travel and hospitality resources, and Internet 
and computer training.  For information on how to apply with the LAXceeders team of elite volunteers, contact: 
Monique Bell, VIP/LAXceeders Program Director, mbell@lawa.org or 424-646-7483. 

mailto:mbell@lawa.org
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